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fills pap or tea as -its purpose the eosstr&eiitm 

of a. tube Ifspc&aaee relay asd the 4etermiimtloa of its 

operating character! -tics» It is belieired that this 

relay will fiat possess some of the tiMesirabl© character'* 

Isiics of the aeehanical relay# 
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The Function of- Relays 

She relay, as applied to the transmission line, is an. 

electrical instrument interposed between the transmission 

line and the circuit breaker in such a .manner that any 

abnormal condition on the line will act on the relay* It 

is then the duty of the relay to determine if this abnormal 

condi tloni3 undesirable and if so it most then cause the 

circuit breaker to function and clear the'circuit of the 

condition. Abnormal conditions on transmission -lines are 

usually in the form of short-circuits. These short-circuits 

most be cleared to prerent failure of the apparatus in the 

circuit. Transmission circuits are usually very eoc^lieated 

consisting of many tie lines between several generating 

stations and many substations. She network system shown in 

Figure lb is a typical sample. If a fault should occur on 

any one line such as BC it would be desirable to isolate the 

f aulty line and allot/ the- remainder of the system to supply 

power. Thus the relay must not only detect an abnormal 

condition but it must also locate the cause. 

Many types of relay® embodying different principles of 

operation have been designed. One of these, and perhaps 

the oldest, is the overeurreat induction relay* Whenever a 

short-circuit occurs on a transmission line large currents 

flow. Use was made of this fact in applying the overcurrent 

relay. Should a fault occur on line Bh (Figure la), large 
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currents would flow at points A sad B .and overeurrsnt relays 

placed at these points would trip* However, it is desirable 

that only brea&er B trip - in order that line AB remain in . 

service* Such discrimination can be secured 'by adjusting 

relay 3 to operate in a shorter time than relay A* filth this, 

arrangement, relay B would operate first, breslcer B would be 

opeaed and the fault would be isolated before relay. A could 

operate to open its breaker*. 

Such 'em arrangement served very well until transmission 

networks became more complicated, With more complicated net- 

works it was obvious that some of the relays would have a 

very long time setting* As an example consider the simple 

circuit of Figure la. If the relay requires 0*1 second to 

operate and the breaker requires 0,5 second to operate then 

the relays must be set to operate la the times indicated on 

the diagram* Should a fault occur at point P, the brealcer 

at A would not operate until 1,1 seconds elapsed, liaese 

relays were successfully used to protect loop systems such 

as that of Figure lb* With such a system it was necessary 

to introduce another element into the relay since power will 

flow to a faulted point from two directions. By adding a 

directional element (a simple wattmeter) the relay can be 

made to operate only if the power is in one direction. If 

the relays of Figure lb are set to operate only if the power 

flows in the direction indicated by the arrows then a fault 
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at P operates only relays and C 2 and the faulty section 

of the line is isolated* Other relays do not operate because 

either their operating time is too great or the flow of power 

through them is in the wrong direction, lot© that 1*1 seconds 

elapse before the fault is' cleared* 

As illustrated above» the use of overeurreist relays 

requires that transmission lines be subject to short - e ircui t3 ■ 

for several seconds before they are cleared, fhis is entirely 

too long for during that period the voltage drops to a low 

value and unless the fault is cleared quicMy synchronous 

machinery falls out of step and this load is dropped at 

considerable cost to the power company* 

• fhls circumstance led to the development of the impedance 

relay which was introduced by the flestlmghouse Electric and 

Manufacturing Company in 1923. fhis relay has a voltage and 

a current element so designed that the relay operating time 

is proportional to the Impedance from the relay to the fault. 

With such a relay,, only those relays closest to the fault 

will operate and these require a maximum operating time of ’ 

approximately 0.75 second. Figure 2 shows a typical char¬ 

acteristic curve of a Westinghouse OZ impedance relay, fhis 

relay has a directional element in addition to the impedance 

element. 

How, when large amounts of power are to be transmitted 

without danger of the generators and synchronous loads 
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falling out of stop it is necessary that faults be isolated 

rapidly. fhis led to the development of various high speed 

relaying schemes. ’ 

Of all the various types of high speed relays which have 

1>een developed, the high speed impedance relay has been the 

most successful, 

Shis relay ©assists of three high speed relays operating 

on the balance point principle, Bach element consists of a 

beam which is balanced by the'pull of a current coil on one 

end and a voltage coil on the other .end, ishothor the beam 

is unbalanced or not ■ depends upon the Impedance being measured, 

Elements £ and 3 {see Figure 3) are bade tip elements. An 

entire section such as AS emmet be relayed instantaneously 

for-fear of relying into section B(J because of the inability ■ 

of the relay to recognise small impedances accurately, A 

range of 20 percent is usually allowed to insure dependable 

operation* Should a fault occur is section ab it would bo 
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cleared by relay A in approximately one cycle (undox’ favor- 

able conditions)* If the fault were in section "be 0.85 

second would be repaired and 0*5 second would be required if 

the fault were la section ed.. 

All the relays which hare been described are of the 

mechanical type and are Inherently slow because of the time 

required to overcome the inertia of their various moving parts. 

It has been suggested in a paper by lelf wl&crSe1. that 

possibly the grid-controlled gas filled electronic tube could 

be used is the design of a hi#, speed relay* It was believed 

that such a relay would give vary hi# speed operation because 

there would be so delays due to mechanical construction. 

fhe purpose of this paper is to construct a hi# speed 

thyratron relay and to determine its operating characteristics.* 

1 Self \7ideroe, "Ihyratr on ■ Tubes in Selay Practice”* 

A, I. *B. I. Journal* October* 293d 
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Construction of Relay 

me essential features of the hi#. speed mechanical 

Impedance relay are used in the, eons traction of th© thyrat ron 

relay. Remember that the mechanical relay consisted of a 

balanced beam upon which two forces acted. One force, pro- - 

portional to the voltage on the transmission line, acted on 

the beam in such a manner as to hold the relay contacts open, 

me other force, proportional to the current flowing in the 

line, acted on the beam in such a manner as to close the 

relay contacts. 

In the tube relay (Figure 4a) the balanced beam consists, 

of a thyratron tube the plate of which is at a positive poten¬ 

tial with respect to the cathode and the grid of which is 

biased to the firing point Mien no other grid voltage is 

present, me restraining force which must be proportional to 

E is obtained by applying to the grid a rectified voltage 

which is at all times proportional to E and directed eo as to 

apply a negative potential on the grid, fhe force tending 

toward operation is obtained by applying to the grid a voltage 

which is alternating and at all times proportional to the 

line current I. 

If the grid reaches the potential required to fire the 

tube, then the grid voltages will be as shorn in Figure 4b. 

It is obvious then that for firing Eie must be equal, In 

magnitude, to the maximum value of E^# Sow, the value of Ej. 
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nud the value of the corresponding Eg depends upon the 

impedance of the transmission lino* For the condition as 

shown in Figure 4b this impedance is given by the expression 

21 *5T °%i 

where z% * impedance being measured 

Ex a line voltage ■ 

ix a line current 

Exe * ICEx where 1C a constant 

Eli a GIx where G « constant 

and the tube fires* 

If the impedance being measured by the relay is greater 

than Zx then Eg « and io greater than KExe* Similarly# 

Ig a 6%x is doss than CExi» fhese voltages may be repre¬ 

sented as shown in Figure 4b* From Figure 4b it is clear that 

the tube will not fire* Similar reasoning will ahmi that the 

tube will fire for any impedance* Zg* which -is less than Z%* 

fo obtain a voltage proportional to the line voltage* the 

line voltage was reduced to five volts by a potential trans¬ 

former. fhis secondary voltage was applied to a full-wave 

copper-oxide rectifier* the output of Which was filtered and 

applied to the grid of the tube. It is necessary to rectify ■ 

and filter at least one of the voltages applied to the grid 

in order that the relay will function properly independently 

of the phase angle between the line current and the line 
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• fh© curve Meat if led m Figure S shows that the voltage 

%» obtained in the above- ©aimer, Is directly proportional to 

the line voltage1 B*. 

f o obtain a voltage which is proportional to the line 

current, the line current, was reduced by a current transformer 

the secondary of which was loaded by a resistor* Care was 

token to insure that the transformer was not overloaded* 

Under these circumstances the transformer secondary voltage* 

is directly proportional to the line current* fills is 

illustrated in Figure 5* 

Thus it was possible to satisfy all of the conditions 

previously specified as- necessary for the construction • ©f an 

impedance tub© relay. fho tub© relay is to operate upon 

exactly the same principle as the mechanical relay1 but should 

not possess some of the undesirable characteristics of the ■ 

latter. 

It remains only to Set ©mine' the characteristics of this 

tube relay. 
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Scoerimental Results 

The tube relay was arranged to measure the impedance 

of a portion of a simple series circuit. 

It was decided to set the relay for an impedance of 

7*5 ohms* To do this It was necessary to adjust the con¬ 

stants 1C and C to mahe the following relation true? 

Z * 7.5 

With E and 1 set to give the desired impedance, there 

are three adjustments possible, all of which will cans© the 

tube to fire, The constant K can he adjusted by changing the 

transformer ratio, The constant 6 can he changed in a similar 

manner or more easily by adjusting the transformer load, H 

(see Figaro 4a). The * tube bias can be adjusted. 

Bat it has been previously shown that the maximum value 

of % mast equal E^* It was sot possible to seise direct 

measurements of and E& since a voltmeter was too much load 

on these sources of potential, i, e.» these voltages dropped 

when a voltmeter was connected to measure them, 
\ 

It remained to set the relay by trial end error, This 

was dene by adjusting 0 and the bias S until the relay operated 

at 7,5 ohms and was independent of the values of voltage and 

current resulting from this impedance. When properly set, 

the relay operated at 7,5 ohms and.its operation was entirely 

independent of the line current. This fact is borne out by 
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the curve of Figure 6 . 

It was possible to sot the relay very accurately anfl. 

small changes in. Impedance, were recognised. 

Since It was to he expected that the operating time would 

not exceed 2 cycles (1/30 second}* it--was decided to use the 

oscillograph for measuring this operating time. ■ Oscillograms 

wore taken of the current is the line and of the plate current 

of the.thyratroa (see Figure 4a)# 

If in actual use on a transmission line*, the relay under 

normal conditions would measure very high impedances because, 

the line voltage would he high and the line current would -he 

lew.- low* if a short circuit occurred on this-'line*, the 

impedance measured by the relay would drop -to a very low value 

and the relay would operate* MX attempt was made to exper¬ 

imentally simulate these conditions# 

With the relay measuring a very high impedance a low 

impedance was thrown across- the line and as. oscillogram 'taken, 

fho time required for the .relay to operate was determined from 

the oscillogram, A typical oscillogram is shown in Figure 7# 

Humorous oscillograms were taken ia an attempt to determine 

the manner in which the operating time varied with the 

impedance, fhe results of such a test are shown by curve 1 

of Figure 0. 

She break in the curve of Figure 8 was explained by the 

fact that after the fault occurred, the voltage % did not 
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inne&lately drop to zero tat rather It decayed slowly because 

of the energy stored in the filter section. However, It was 

believed that a valve of iapcdaooe could be reaehed where the 

resulting X* would beoone so large {because of large I) that 

It would act be necessary for 19 to decrease in order for the 

tube to fire. 

If this reasoning were correct, then the tube should 

require no store than 0.75 cycles {until current reaehed its 

first positive peak) to fire after this break was reached. 

However* reference to Figure 8 clearly indicates that 

such was not found to be the case but rather a tiae of fron 

1.5 to Z cycles was required before the tube would fire. 
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la aa attest to verify curve 1 of Figure 8 curve 2 of 

the seme figure mis obtained. fhese curves indicated con¬ 

clusively that the relay was mot consistent* . 

After all attempts to decrease the operating time had 

failed it was decided ‘that a complete study should he made of 

the actual grid voltage cm the tabs. For this purpose as 

amplifier, which would draw so current £gpm the grid hat. which 

would have sufficient power to operate ah oscillograph, was 

constructed* It was accessary -that the amplifier he distort* 

ioiiless, introduce a© phase shift, and pass direct current 

(see Append is, Fart i, for construction). 

With- the aid of this amplifier, it was possible to 

thoroughly analyse the action of .the grid voltage as a fault 

occurred on the line, 

She circuit arranged for, test is shown in Figure 9# fhe 

switch, S, which was closed automatically by the oscillograph* 

applied a low impedance to the line, fhe relay measured this 

impedance and since it was always less than 7*5 ohms the relay 

would operate. Oscillograms (see'Figure 10), were ta&eaa of 

the line current, the line voltage, and the grid voltage on 

the thyratroa. . . 

the voltage % (Figure 10) contains two components, a 

direct current component which is decaying and an alternating 

current component « It was found that the time required for 
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thQ -tube to fire depen3.eS. upon two factors* fheo© were, first, 

■ the rat© of decay of this direct current component and* second, 

the behavior of the alternating current • component, Obviously, 

th© tube ©ill fire ■ immediately ease the grid reaches the proper 

potential*.' ■ 

She rate of decay of. the d, e* component is fired by the 

coasts uts of the filter and these do not change* However, 

the alternating current component of grid voltage can he 

shifted with respect to this decaying direct-current component;* 

fhis can he explained acre easily hy referenee to the ©sell!- • 

ogres of Figaro 10, Both oscillograms were taken for the same 

impedance, 2a Figaro 10a the tube fired la 0., 022 second, 

while la Figure lOf 0,030 second' was repaired. However, it 

will he noticed that immediately following the application of 

the fault th© alternating current and the voltage Bf, rose to a 

maximum positive value in Figure 10a, while in Figure IQf. it 

immediately rose to a maximum negative value. It is clearly 

indicated, then,.that the operating time will depend entirely 

upon the fom takes by the first few cycles of femit • current* 

fhis form depends upon the point la the voltage wave at which 

the fault is applied* 

It was decided that before-a proper investigation could 

he continued arrangements should he made which would make 

possible the application of the fault at any desired point; in 
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th© voltage wave* For this purpose a thyratron controlled 

switch (see Append is:, Part B# for construction) woo used in 

conjunction with a phase shifter as shorn in Figaro 9# 

With the controlled switch adjusted to close at such a 

point in the voltage wave as would result in the fault current 

immediately rising to a negative peak (9 » 180 degrees— 

resistance load).#., oscillograms were taken to determine the 

operating time of the relay os a function of the impedance, 

fhe resulting characteristic is shorn in Figure 11. A similar 

curve was obtained for © * 0 degrees# this curve also being 

shows is Figure 11* the oscillograms takes are shews la 

Figure 10* 

Referring to the oscillogram for 2 « 6.1 ohms and 9 * 180 

degrees it is evident that a elicit change is 9 {say to 190 
m. 

degrees ) will cause the relay to require approximately 2.5 

cycles to aerate* This Is the maximum time required for the 

relay to operate for 6*1 ohm or loss# The minimum operating 

time will he reached when 2 '*# 0 and this time will he slightly 

greater than one cycle {see oscillogram for 2 « 0, 8 « 0 degrees)* 

lotto© that Figure 8 is in accordance with the above reasoning* 

All the oscillograms of Figure 19 show that the grid 

voltage rises to a masiom positive value and then decreases 

slowly for several cycles before beginning a slow increase. At 

first thought 9 it was believed that this rise and fall of grid 
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voltage was caused "by oscillations set up in the filter 

circuit, The oscillogram of Figaro 12* which was taken with 

the filter circuit removed# indicates that such was not the * 

case because there was- still m dec Med swing- la the voltage 

%• She peculiar shape of the voltage % is due to the feet 

that current can flow through the rectifier in only one 

direction. The potential % canoes this current flow and for 

it to he possible that the rectifier pass current* the grid 

of the thyrahroa must be negative* This current most be the 

flow of positive ions from the cathode to the negative grid. 

It should be noted that the rectifier has a peculiar resist¬ 

ance characteristic which is similar to that of an arc* the 

voltage drop being practically independent of current* 

An additional oscillogram was taken with the filter and 

rectifier removed from the grid of the thyratron. The grid 

voltage again showed such a owing. This proved conclusively 

that the swing of grid voltage was caused by the thyratroa# % 

possibly because the tube temperature was rising. This 

eliminated the possibility that this swing of Sg might effect 

the relay characteristics because so such swing is present 

until the tube fires, 

Hote that when no filter was used ea the rectifier output 

the relay operated is approximately one cycle. The relay would 

sever require more than three-fourths cycle to operate were it 
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not for the f ilter section which introduces considerable 

delay. ^ 

- Th© decoy of tit© voltage B@ after a fault occurs is shorn 

in Figure 13* ■ if the relay is to he made faster % must he 

made to, decay faster* This could possibly he done by care- 

fully designing the filter section. A path of low resistance 

through which the filter could discharge would also increase 

to© rate of decay at The ©sellIngram of Figure 14 was- 

taken using a filter section of only one condenser and one 

chohe { instead of the usual three condenders and two elidlces). 

The operating time using this filter was 0*0126 seeond as 

compared with 0.Q3 second when the full filter section was used* 

This is a reduction of one eyele in the operating time. 
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Summary 

The principal difficulties which are encountered in the 

us© of impedance relays are; 

1) Th© impedance se&suredls not constant hat depends upon 

the type of fault# . .. ■ 

S) lo reiser has been made which will recoils© small •. 

©hashes la impedance* ■ 

3} She character of the fault resistance is act Icnowa# 

By ©slug,, particular types of transformer;: eosaecilons the 

.XS»© impedance measured % the relay is independent of the 

type of fault (escopting one line to ground: J3:*. 

iGohanical impedance relays aro not sonsitlye to small • 

changes in impedsne© and it is holierod that in this respect 

the thyratron impedance relay would he superior# 

Mien a fault occurs on a transmission line it is often 

in the form of an arc between two or sore lines* This are say 

he represented by a resistance and so the relay will aessur©- 

this impedance is addition to that of the line# ires always 

tend to stretch because of the effect of air currents produced 

by the wind and by the heat of the arc# If the impedance relay 

could be mad© to operate rery tuiehly the fault would be 

isolated before the arc resistance could reach an appreciable 

1 Monseth and Bobinsoa, HEMS’ SI3TMS* Mcdraw-Mll Booh 
Company# 1935 
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value. 

It 'is believed that a tub© relay which would ©liaiimte 

those dimoultles could be desired. 

Is addition to tho difficulties mentioned-above, which 

.ere ©seouatored with all Impedance relays, the following 

difficulties mast be dealt with when high speed relaying is 

being considered: 

1} Switetiiog oporatioiss. may produce surges on the line 

which esstis© tiie relays to operate* 

2) UP a lino is 'to be relayed, in two cycles'oft loos, 
; 

then steady state short-circuit calculations • will no 

longer be satisfactory. 



Figure 15 shews the a. e* component of current which 

would flow if a line were faulted, . This current decade to its 

steady state value and the rat© of decay depends upon the con¬ 

stants of the generators. the subiransient component, which 

usually lasts a very short time* may he ignoredf since no relay 

yet introduced eon operate during'this tine, low, the ’transient 

component, which is da© to the current induced in the generator 

field, lasts for several cycles and it is this component of 

current which is used when setting high speed relays, In 

calculating this current, transient reactances are used. 

In addition to the components of short-circuit current 

considered above, there may he- a direct-current component which 

will displace the axis of the alternating-current component, 

the magnitude of this component depends upon the point in the 

cycle at which the fault occurs and at times it may he sere in 

one phase, the rate of decoy of this component'depends upon 

the resistance and Inductance of the armature. and line, this 

component seriously alters the value of short-circuit current 

during the first few cycles, and makes it's value dependent upon 

the point in the voltage wave at which the fault occurred, 

the mechanical relay operates on the balanced boars 

principle, the beam being balanced by the pull of a current 

coil on one end and the pull of a voltage ceil on the other 
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In such a relay the consent flowing in th© current ©oil 
i 

would at all times lie proportional to the fault current and 

th© instantaneous pull of this coil would be proportional to 

the sqimre of its earnest* The wit age applied to the voltage 

coil would tow a wav© fora determined by the oonstanta of the 

faulted line and the wav© form of the fault current, this 

voltage would oattae currents to flow is the relay coil and. 

these currents would produce a pull on the beam, low* it is 

evident that if & direct-current component of fault current 

did flow the relative pull of these two coils would not ho 

the same as when m direct-current -filmed* As previously 

mentioned the voltage and current applied to the relay are 

not of the same phase and so the pall of th© current ©oil may 

contain a component due to the direct-current component* while 

the pull of the voltage coil would not* <See Appendix C), 

Am so the presence of a direct-current component will ©ffect 

th© operation of th© mechanical relay and -may even, name 

false operation**1 

low consider th© operation of the tube relay under 

similar conditions, 

AH of the experimental results previously given on the 

tub© relay were obtained under conditions which gave no apprec¬ 

iable direct-current component and so transient component, 

1 The mathematical investigation on the effect of this 

component becomes very complicated, 
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Suelt was the ease ‘became all impedances were pur© resistance* 

She voltage will, at all times, he proportional to the 

short-circuit current and so it will contain a component which 

is proportional to the direct-current component* This eompon- 

ent of may he in either a direction to operate or is a ' 

direction to prevent operation of the relay* fhe line voltage 

will he proportional to the line current {under faulted con¬ 

ditions ) hut this voltage is rectified and always applied to the 

relay In each a direction as to prevent the relay fro© operating., 

fhus in the case of the tube relay, the presence of © 

direct-current component will effect the relay operation* 

It would even he possible that, for a fault sear the 

generating station, the direct-current component would he so 

large as to trip the relay within the first cycle regardless 
# 

of the measured impedance to the fault* If so, the relay could 

no longer he considered as Impedance relay hut rather an over- 

current type* fills would he an advantage since instantaneous 

operation, would be desirable. . With faults near the generating 

station it is possible that the measured impedance would he 

so **™**'n that the relay would operate in loss than one cycle, 

regardless of the direct-current component, this would occur 

only when fW % was greater than % for normal line voltage. 

As the distance from the relay location to the generating 

station is increased the masdtoo© value which the direct-current 

component can attain is decreased and its rate of decay is 



increased* . 

Under these eix’cumstanees It is possible that this 

component would decay so rapidly as to become m unimportant ' 

factor in the relay operation* The relay could then he .sate 

to operate very satisfactorily provided its operation were 

delayed until this component had disappeared* 

It is obvious, then, that if the d ireet-current component 

is appreciable, the tube relay would not he entirely sat is- 

faetory as a high speed relay* If this component of fault 

eurrest is unimportant then the relay eotild he used with good 

results and would have several advantages over the mechanical 

type* 

fhes© advantages of the tab© relay over the mechanical 

type ares.- 

1) The relay will recopilse email changes in impedances 

and will eliminate, to a large extent, the possibility 

of relaying into the adjacent section* 

• S} fho relay would he relatively inexpensive* fhe 

essential parts of the tube relay are inexpensive and 

' its construction is simple* She initial cost of the 

tube relay would he only a fraction of that of the 

mechanical relay* The life of the tubes could be 

expected to exceed 5000 boors since the anode current 

is practically always aero* 

3) fho impedance setting of this relay can be easily 
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file principal diaadtraatages of the tube relay ares 

1) M general the relay would reonire cnrer one cycle to 

operate, 

B} fhe operating characteristics most remain constant,, 

fbe tub© temperature must then be held reasonably 

constant* ' 

It should be mentioned that although there is a great 

necessity for accurate high speed relaying, considerable work 

is yet to be done to-‘decrease the operating tine of the circuit 

breaker* Modern high speed breakers operate is six cycles and 

it is chylous that with such breaker speeds,. It makes little ■ 

difference Aether -the relay operates is one or is one and one* 

half cycles, lerhaps high speed breaks, using the thyratros 

tube principle, will be developed* 'la such a breaker it would 

bo necessary that the tub® itself .carry full line current but 
( 

it would be possible, by grid control, to obtain breaker 

speeds of one-half cycle or loss# 

fhe adventages of the tube relay would certainly outweigh 

its disadvantages# However, the relay would sat giro entirely 

satisfactory operation (and neither does the sechaaieal relay) 

unless tbs direct-current component were so small that It 

would not giro false oporatlen. 
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APPEHBIX 

PAIS? A 

Amplifier Construction 

file following facts were field 4a mind in the construction 

■of this amplifiers .. 

1} fhe amplifier must pass direct current 

S) fhe amplifier mast introduce no appreciable phase 

shift 

3) fhe power output must he large enoii^i to drive the 

oscillograph ■ 

4') fhe voltage to' he measured is of the order of five . 

volts 

5) fhe amplifier must he linear 

fhese requirements made the construction of a suitable 

amplifier- very difficult. Since m phase shift could be 

tolerated* it was necessary to use resistance coupling 

throughout*. Also* since it must pass d, e.*-, no blocking 

condensers could be used. 

Amplifier A was constructed using an RCAS9 as a pentode 

voltage amplifier* the output of-which was applied to the- 

grids of three lilSllD's in parallel, 

reference -to' Figure 16 it is evident that the amplifier 

output is badly distorted. It was impossible to improve this 
i 

amplifier* It was believed that the power stage was 

responsible for this distortion. 
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It was decided to construct a now amplifier and amplifies^ 

B was tiie result* Amplifier B was.to use throe 2A3*s in 

parallel in the' power. stage* • fhis was necessary in order to 

obtain a large earnest amplification in this stage*, fhe. 

oscillograph element requires five mils of current to produce 

a deflection of one millimeter, fhe SIS has a very large 

mutual conductance, which means that a vary small change in 

grid voltage weald- produce a large chance in plate current * 

Amplifier B was to contain its own power sup--.lies, which were 

to “be thoroughly filtered to prevent the introduction of any 

harmonics into the amplifier output. 

It was possible to make the first stage linear but it 

was impossible to make the power stage linear slien operating 

with rated current in the tubes, ' The 2A3fs could be made- 

linear only by the introduction of a high load resistance and 

the application of sufficient bias to give several times 

rated current in the plate circuit,. 

Mow, the use of a high load resistance reduced the mutual 

conductance by several times. Since the 2A5 has a small plate 

resistance, the addition of a small plate load resistance 

causes a large decrease in plate current,, fhe . tubes could 

sot be operated at several times their rated current for two <* 

reasons. First, the tubes could not stand such a load, and 

second, the oscillograph element would carry but 0,25 amperes. 

It was decided that the construction of an amplifier to 
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satisfy such rigid requirements was theoretically impossible 

because . 

1) flie oscillograph element could carry a maximum of' only 

0*25 amperes 

2} the oscillograph element required fire sails change in 

current to prodoes one, millimeter change is deflection, 

A deflection of at least 40 mm* was .desired* . ■ . 

3) Bo one tube could be found which would produce sere 

than 40 or 80 sails change in plate current and remain 
i 

linear 

4} Since approximately 300 mils change in plate current 

would be required to giro 40 a®* orange is deflection, 

at least fire such tubes connected in parallel would 

- ' be useesssry* . 

8) five such tabes is parallel would result in approx-* 

imately 380 oils plate current*' this surreat super¬ 

imposed upon a peak of 100. ails would result is a 

■ ' plate current which would reach peaks 'of 380 mils* 

6) But the oscillograph element would carry but 250 ails# 

It was decided that the 2A3 was undesirable for such an 

application and no further attempts were made to use it. 

fbe SGA45 was found to have a good linear characteristic 

and its me in place of the 2A3 gave satisfactory results. 

However* although the amplifier was found to bo linear with , 

this tube* it produced only a very small deflection on the 
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oscillograph, sine© by the above reasoning it is ©briove 

that nothing sea b© done to improve the amplifier, it was 

decided that the nest step should be to improve the sensi¬ 

tivity of the oscillograph, 

A more sensitive element was- restrusg' and supplied with 

a- larger mirror. ■ Improvement was noted bat if mm finally' 

necessary to loosen the siring to obtain ade-fuate deflections. 

After final adinstments the amplifier gave 20 millimeters 

deflection with five Volts input, Figaro 18 shows' that the 

amplifier is linear sal that there is no appreciable pirns© 

shift, ~ ' 

the calibration curve for amplifier B (as used) mid the 

sensitive element is given in Figaro IV. fhis curve shows the 

'deflection as a.function of the input to the amplifier, - 

$h© amplifier was calibrated, first, by applying direct 

current voltages to the input and, second, by applying alter¬ 

nating current voltages to the input, la each ease the 

deflection produced by the ©scillegrsph was measured, Shis 

gave complete calibration data for the amplifier and oscill¬ 

ograph combined, fhe results are shown graphically in Figure 

If ant indicate considerable distortion with positive inputs. 

But this distortion was not noticeable on the oscillograms as 

indicated in Figure 18, 

fhe final calibration decided upon was 4,9 millimeters 

deflection per volt input to amplifier. 
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APPE3BIX 

PAM? B 

ghyratron Controlled Switch 

$he purpose of this switeh was to apply a fault to the 

test circuit (Figure 9) at any desired point in the' voltage 

wave, fhe use of such a switeh permitted tlx© duplication 

of ary oscillogram at will and without it a thorough analysis 

could sot have been made, 

fixe circuit diagram of the switeh is shown as a part of 

the circuit of Figaro B, fix© thyratron grid was excited with 

2*5 volts a. ©» while the plate potential was constant at 125 

volts d, e, fhe grid excitation was secured from the secondary 

of a phase shifter connected to the 220 volt bus*- With the 

2,5 volts a, e, applied to the grid, the^Mas was adjusted to 

a value that would permit the tube to fire only when the 

alternating grid voltage was a positive maximum. 

With this adjustment made, if the plate circuit was 

closed the tub© would fire when its grid reached the first 

positive maximum. Several cycles later, the switch S would 

close, applying the fault to the test circuit, It was found 

that the closing time of the switch' S was constant and so the 

fault was always applied to the test circuit at some definite 

point in its voltage wave. By using the phase shifter it was 

possible to shift the grid voltage on the. thyratron switch 

with respect to the voltage of the test circuit, fhus the 
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phase shifts? allowed application of the fault at assr point 

in the iroitage ware* 

OselllogriMM were taken and the phase shifts? calibrated. 
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aEPEsroix. 

PAIQ? G 

Transient Short-Circuit Currents 

When a fault is applied to an alternating current . 

generator large currents will flow "but these currents will 

not resell their steady state value until some time has 

elapsed. ■ Paring the first few cycles the short-circuit 

current will eons 1st’of alternating current components and 

direct-current components. 

Under a steady' state faulty the short-circuit current 

will he given by E/X$t where I is the internal voltage ant 

% is the synchronous reactance of.the machine. low Xg' 

includes the.armature leakage reactance XQ ant a reactance - 

equivalent to armature reaction. 

. At the instant of fault large currents flow ant these 

currents set up. a demagnetising flux which attempts to 

decrease the flux linkages with the field coil, fho field 

is highly inductive and these flux linkages cannot be changed 

instantaneously, is a result t currents are induced in the 

field winding to holt its flux linkages constant and if the 

field had no leakage the air gap flux would remain constant. 

But the field toes possess a certain amount of leakage and 

so the air gap flux decreases, causing a corresponding 

decrease in air gap voltage* If the air gap voltage is 
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considered constant then the -armature leakage reaotence, X0# 

must he increased by an amount proportional to field 

leakage. _ this results in a transient reactance, which 

is larger than Z@. 

2Tt in addition to. the above, the machine has damper 

windings, currents, will also he induced in■ these -windings 

oo as to keep their flux linkages constant, These currents 

will attempt to maintain the air gap fins constant hat 

since the damper windings. do possess a certain amount of 

leakage the air gap flax will decrease* This decrease ia 

air gap voltage can he represented by an increase ia the • 

armature leakage reactance. Increasing the leakage reactance, 

XQS by an amount proportional to the leakage reactance of the 

damper windings results in a reactance known as the sub- ■ 

transient reactance, Z? J. The transient reactance is larger 

than the sub-transient reactance, which la slightly larger 

than the .armature leakage reactance. - 

Sow the currents induced in the field and in the damper 

windings will decay exponentially. She rate of decay will 

he determined by the constants of each circuit. The time 

constant of the damper winding is usually much smaller than 

'that of the field winding, due to the relatively high value 

of resistance to inductance.• .Therefore, the subtreeslent 

component of short-circuit current will decay more rapidly 

than the transient component, 1 



Bn© to tli© pros ©a&e o£ iBSiiGten.ee. in the arsator©' 

windings the anastee current*. v/hen a short-eireiiit occurs, 

cannot immediately rise from soro to some finite vain©* 

Slierefer© a direst .Current component*. wlileh decays asposea- 

tially, flmts la th© armature in such • a direction 'and of' • 

such a iaagaiitsd© m to result la a gradual rise ia the short* 

circuit' current* 

.circuit voltage then 1 represents tii© suhtraasicat component 

of short circuit current which would flow if the saeliiae wore 

faulted. If the machine was carrying no current and a fault 

was ao piled at. t s 0 the current would attempt to rise to 

its peak value hot since this is possible a d» c* eofsponeat 
A 
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of current f lows ia such a manner as to result in sero • 

armature current at t « 0*. fills component decays esponea- 

tiolly and 9 for the condition shown in Figure 19, has its 

morAmvm value equal to the peak value of the snbtransient 

component, The armature current which would actually flow 

is. represented by ia of Figure 19* If*, at t » o, 1*0 then 

m d* a* component would flow and the fault current, weald 

be shown by Figure is#. Mies, a &. ©* component flows'•the 

result is that the alternating-enrrent component is shifted 

•so as to-hava this d. e* component as its axis* She rate of 

decay of the d. e* component depends upon the time constant, 

of the .armature circuit. 
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